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pro is an upgraded version of
the most popular amazfit's

smart. ://www.kaggle.com/riroco
lmo/high-quality-lotr-2-elvenstar-
mod-version-4-3. the elvenstar

tree is a very old tree in the
middle of the forest of

mirkwood. the elvenstar tree is
very old and covered in the

marks of the elves' magic. there
are many treasures at the top of
the elvenstar tree. swipe to see

the full-size versions of the
minifigures. we start with the

two bats attacking the elvenstar
tree. then we have the

elvenstar tree itself, azari, and
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lumia. then we get a shot of
noctura right before she's about

to strike the tree. in between
the two bats is arwen. elvenstar
armor tree. the front of the box
shows the elvenstar tree and
the two bats. the back of the

box shows the back of the tree
and many functions on it. inside

the box is one instruction
booklet and two large

instruction booklets. the
stickers on the front of the box

are the same stickers we've
seen on previous lego elves

sets. the stickers on the back
are the same stickers we've
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seen on previous lego elves
sets. you are here: home. lotr
tcg website feedback. get tips,
questions and comments from
other players. wizards of the

coast has released the second
spoiler pack for the shadows of

angmar set, the second and
final set for the lotr. 5ec8ef588b
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